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ABSTRACT The traditional food supervision system has problems such as lack of industry chain and
data fragmentation, which has caused the phenomenon of field regulation to be uncomprehensive in the
existing regulatory system and the disposal of response lag. Combining the characteristics of blockchain
such as distribution, transparent, and collegiality with the actual needs of regional autonomy, we propose the
hierarchical multi-domain blockchain (HMDBC) network structure and the secondary-check mechanism,
which can support timely correction and replacement of the malicious supervision nodes by regional nodes
co-governance, auxiliary verification of supervision nodes, and arbitration of superior regions. In order to
optimize the supervision nodes election, we proposed fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model of credibility,
which can be used to objectively and fairly evaluate the comprehensive reputation of each node in that region
by considering various influencing factors of node performance indicators. Furthermore, we designed the
data block structure model, which can support the supervisor node replacement. Our system can perform
automatic food quality detection and warning of substandard food in the entire industrial chain, with the
use of smart contracts combined with the food industry standards. Finally, comparing the complexity of
the traditional blockchain system with PBFT consortium, our system is more secure, with lower broadcast
complexity.

INDEX TERMS HMDBC network, supervision, credit evaluation, smart contract, food safety.

I. INTRODUCTION
The food industry has over recent years, experienced food
quality related incidents both domestically and interna-
tionally. Examples of such incidences are the Sudan red,
Melamine, and Horsemeat, which not only threatens the
health of consumers, but also affects the stability of social
order and causes huge losses to the national economy. There
is about 90% of the total production of fresh meat and 80% of
the total production of vegetables and fruits are under the poor
logistics which result in huge waste and increased cost [35].
All these and more are issues that need to be addressed in the
food safety field.

Establishing an effective food quality traceability system
is one of the main measures to protect food quality and
safety. The traditional food safety traceability system has the
following problems: 1) a small number of central database
institutions master most of the valuable information, which
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is easy to form a high-cost and inefficient operation sta-
tus. Also, the information providers can selectively shield
or even tamper with information that is not favorable to
them, while the consumer can hardly identify with the naked
eye. 2) Food industry chain links are increasingly refined,
involving many links, elements, and participants, with huge
communication cost. 3) Sharing information between differ-
ent links in the food industry is a serious challenge. With-
out information sharing and management, the industry data
is fragmented [33]. However, if the food industry data is
shared, development of the food industry will experience
great benefits which will be of use to research been carried
out on optimization of the industry chain, and also improve
food quality supervision and anti-counterfeit. It is necessary
to call for attention on how to innovate and energize ICTs
in order to best assist all nations to achieve the SDGs by
2030 [41]. The blockchain technology can build a trusted way
with different organizations to support information sharing.
The mathematical method feature of blockchain makes pos-
sible the establishment of a trust relationship between nodes,
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eliminating third-party participation. It also helps avoid the
risk of centralized server crashes [11], and its smart contract
feature used to protect user’s privacy and automatic informa-
tion processing [13], [14].

In 2008, Nakamoto first proposed the blockchain archi-
tecture of distributed, tamper-proof and social governance,
which was successfully applied in financial filed likely Bit-
coin and Ethereum [1], [3], [8]. Recently, blockchain tech-
nology application has broken through the boundary of the
financial field. [2], [16] It proposed amethod for data security
and sharing of health records in the medical sector based on
blockchain technology. [9], [15], [34] Blockchain technology
also offers benefits to energy system operations, markets,
and consumers, and has the potential to improve customer
services along with current and internal practices of energy
companies. [10] Blockchain can be used to establish a secure
and trusted autonomous ITS ecosystem, optimizing utiliza-
tion of ITS infrastructure and resources. [5], [17] With the
characteristics of the distributed ledger and consensus pro-
tocol, blockchain can be used to ensure the security of data
stored in the cloud. [39] Mapping and scheduling workflows
in a multi-cloud environment speeds up the processing and
allows for a better big data management. [40] With data
sets collected by the IoT and sent to the edge cloud, real-
time data analysis can be facilitated. [42] With higher band-
width, greater reliability and lower latency to the IoT data
transmission, the 5G era will enhance the usability and reli-
ability of the IoT. [47] The greening big data has several
research challenges on data acquisition, storage and process-
ing. [4] Blockchain has a potential to increase the autonomy
and security of IoT devices. [41] Granting all this, the actual
coverage of sensor networks is, however, still low because
there has been a lack of mature solutions for the deploy-
ment and management of large-scale sensor network. [6], [7]
Blockchain application in the food supply chain can not only
reduce agricultural losses by optimizing product logistics, but
it can also provide improved efficiency in food supply chain
tracking and supervision. That is, all these features introduce
the establishment of a whole blockchain network environ-
ment. It does not, however, satisfy the hierarchical manage-
ment system of companies, because each city is autonomous
and supervised by superiors. In order to avoid the disadvan-
tages of effectively managing the traditional traceability sys-
tem, and satisfying the needs of social institutions, we have
designed new blockchain system architecture to optimize
the traditional food industry processes, overcome the present
obstacles, by building a transparent food safety supervision
system and a full chain consensus that cannot be tampered
with.

The remainder of this work is as follows: Section II
introduces the blockchain architecture, the λ level set,
a concise overview of Consensus mechanism, with the
demonstration of the PBFT consensus arithmetic principles
and processes. In Section III, a detailed construction of
food safety supervision system based on HMBC network,
the comprehensive evaluation model of node reputation,

the Secondary-Check mechanism, and the Main-Sub chain
structure. Section IV describes the system analysis, secu-
rity, and performance, while the conclusion is presented
in section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES
Definitions and notations employed in this work are defined
below.

A. BLOCKCHAIN ARCHITECTURE
According to the application field, the blockchain can be
divided into three types, including public blockchain, consor-
tium blockchain, and private blockchain [12].

1) PUBLIC BLOCKCHAIN
It allows any node to freely join or quit the network. All nodes
have equal rights in the chain, with a collective maintenance
of one chain by the whole network making it a decentralized
network. Regardless of the adoption of PoW and PoS algo-
rithms, the performance is quite slow due to the transaction
verification requirements across the entire network. A typical
example is Bitcoin.

2) CONSORTIUM BLOCKCHAIN
Any node can join or exit the blockchain network after being
authorized by the entity organization. Each node can have
different functions in the network. The entire network is
organized as a unit forming a alliance tomutuallymaintaining
the operations of the blockchain network. The transaction
speed is faster than the public chain, and each node has low
accounting costs and can be regulated. A typical example is
Hyperledger Fabric.

3) PRIVATE BLOCKCHAIN
It only service to individuals or single entities. The number of
nodes is small and the permissions of each node are controlled
internally. The entire network is easy to maintain and has
excellent privacy.

Compared to public blockchain or private blockchain,
the consortium blockchain can satisfy multi-scene applica-
tions and have several advantages as: 1) A better performance
than the public blockchain. 2) It supports the identity cer-
tificate service, which can provide higher security and better
controllability. 3) It can be independent of tokens, has high
scalability, and is easy to apply to the expansion of various
fields. It not only meets the needs of the food industry but
also fulfills the regulatory requirements of the management
agencies for food safety. Only enterprise nodes authorized
by certificates can join the blockchain network, which guar-
antees the reliability of each node in the network and the
security of inter-enterprise transactions. Based on these fea-
tures mentioned, the consortium blockchain was used in the
construction of our food safety and supervisory system.

B. THE λ LEVEL SET
Assume the set U and fuzzy set is F (U) = {T |T :

U → [0, 1]},λ ∈ [0, 1] ,A ∈ F (U) ,λ level set of A is
Aλ = {u | u ∈ U ,A(u) ≥ λ}, where A(u) ≥ λ means u ∈
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FIGURE 1. Relationship between fuzzy Set A and λ level set Aλ. With the
value λ from 1 to 0, Aλ gradually expands outward.

Aλ and A (u) < λ means u /∈ Aλ. The figure 1 showed
relationship between A and λ level set Aλ. It possesses the
follow properties [46]:

• If {At |t ∈ T } ⊆ F (U) , then (
∪

t ∈ T
At )λ =

∪

t ∈ T
(At )λ, (

∩

t ∈ T
At ) =

∩

t ∈ T
(At )λ;

• If A∈F(U), then A =
∪

λ ∈ [0, 1]
(λAλ).

C. CONSENSUS MECHANISM
The consensus mechanism would directly impact the perfor-
mance and security of the blockchain network. Many for-
eign and domestic scholars devote themselves to consensus
algorithm research. Satoshi et al. proposed the decentralized
consensus scheme, based on adaptive difficulties and Sybil
attack prevention, by building a completely decentralized
computation that is difficult to verify but easy to implement
[1], [19]. The PoW algorithm is quite difficult for a wider
application due to resource density character. It is completely
based on workload to determine the ‘correct’ chain during
the competitive block-chains, which is possible to cause
transaction uncertainty with probabilistic factor of work-
load proof [20]. The PoS algorithm determines whether the
account can create data blocks at a specified time through the
statistics of virtual assets of the account, and can easily cause
Cartel problems resulting in financial oligopoly [21]. The
traditional BFT algorithm can effectively solve the abnor-
mal behaviors, such as malicious attack and network con-
gestion interruption, allowing no more than 1/3 of the host
node fault tolerance ability. Its lack of clock synchronization
mechanism and the complexity however increases exponen-
tially with the increase in nodes. The PBFT algorithm can
reduce this complexity from exponential to polynomial, and
it typically consists of three phases: pre-prepare, commit and
reply [18], [22]–[24].

As the PBFT workflow showed that the C denotes task
client, P0-P3 shows the server nodes in blockchain network,
and the P3 server shows the broken. The PBFT algorithm
works as follows. (Assume that there are 3f+ 1 server nodes
in blockchain network and set f = 1. The honest nodes

FIGURE 2. The PBFT workflow.

can follow the same instructions and broadcast messages
truthfully.)

1) REQUEST PERIOD
The task client C encapsulates the tag C task O and timestamp
T into the following: Request (C,O,T) , and submit to the
master node P0, then wait for the server nodes verification
results Reply(V,T,C,Pi,R). According to the PBFT fault-
tolerant mechanism, the request is completed only when the
Client receives more than f replies during one time slice from
different server nodes Pi with the same timestamp T and
check result. PBFTwould however, reselect the primary node
and resend the request in cases of timeout.

2) PRE-PREPARE PERIOD
After Request(C,O,T) has been received, the P0 gets the
request viewV and sets the sequence number n, then encapsu-
late to the Preprepare(V, n, D(Request), Request) and finally
broadcast it to other nodes Pi|i=1,2,3. D (Request) is the digi-
tal signature of Request(C,O,T).

3) PREPARE AND COMMIT PERIOD
The Commit period is mainly ensure that the node Pi
receives the Preprepare response from the other nodes within
the valid time slice. If the P3 is broken, Pi|i=1,2 would
receive Preprepare and send Replica(V, n,D (Request) ,
Request,Pi|i=1,2) to other nodes for verification. Pi|i=1,2,3
Would enter the Reply period only when it receives more than
2f Replica with the same (V, n,D (Request)).

4) REPLY PERIOD
Reply(V,T,C,Pi,R) would be given as the result by
Pi|i=0,1,2,3 to Client, upon receiving more than 2f Replica
with the same parameters (V, n,D (Request)).

III. FOOD SAFETY SUPERVISION SYSTEM BASED ON
HMDBC NETWORK
The following literature gives a detail description of the
HMDBC network architecture, Two-Level Verify Mecha-
nism, comprehensive evaluation model of node reputation;
block construction, and the Main-Subchain Structure.

A. HMDBC NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In order to satisfy the current social status that the lower-
level regional autonomy and the upper-level supervision,
we propose theHMDBCnetwork architecture based on PBFT
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FIGURE 3. HMDBC network architecture.

algorithm by combining with Fabric underlying architec-
ture [25]. As shown in figure 3, the whole architecture of the
system includes application layer, upper-level blockchain net-
work (Lay1-Network) and lower-layer blockchain network
(Lay2-Network).

The application can support functions including cus-
tomer service, Certification Authority (CA), and information
collect.

The upper-level blockchain network is composed of the
supervision nodes of regional elections from different regions
in lower-layer network, and it can support verification
of (block) transaction information, timestamp and block
generation.

The lower-layer network is divided into multiple regions
based on various factors (time, region, etc.), and each region
constitutes a separate blockchain network system. Each
region includes two types of role nodes: supervision node
and endorsement node. The supervision nodes are elected by
PBFT algorithm and node reputation mechanism (detailed in
section B) in the region, and are responsible for recording
and verifying the latest blocks. After successful recording,
block information is broadcasted in the region. The endorse-
ment node is the node responsible for verifying the digital
signature of client and invoking the smart contract execution.
In addition, each node within the network is responsible for
recording block information into the ledger.

The combination of blockchain technology and the
whole food industry chain not only overcomes many pain
points in the food industry, but also changes a variety
of business processes such as food information collec-
tion, food quality inspection, food supply and marketing.

It also support functions as automatic information process,
automatic inspection and screening of food quality in whole
industrial chain. The process is as follows:

1) The CA servers provide authorization and certification
function to enterprise clients, and generate the pub-
lic/private key pairs and issue certificates.

2) Electronic identification technology (bar code tech-
nology, wireless sensor technology, etc.) is adopted
to automatically collect data of all links of the
food industry chain (quality inspection, processing
data, etc.), so as to reduce the originality of human
factor intervention information and avoid human
error.

3) The collected information is sent to endorsor-11 of the
local area network through Client.

4) Endorsor-11 verifies and filters the food information by
calling the loaded intelligent contract to generate the
node signature and return the endorsement result to the
Client;

5) Client for signature verification, will contain the food
of endorsed the result information sent to the area
Supervisor1, and the Supervisor1 validate the effective-
ness of food information, sorting, and generate a new
block.

6) Supervisor1 packaged the food information into a new
block and broadcast in the area (Lay2 - District1 and
Lay1 - Network).

7) The nodes receives block, updates the ledger and syn-
chronizes ledger in the region network. So the nodes
in Lay1-Network will back up the whole Lay2-Netork
data blocks.
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FIGURE 4. Two-level verify mechanism workflow.

TABLE 1. Comprehensive Evaluation Algorithm Analysis.

Two-Level Verify Mechanism
New or unfamiliar block verification in this region is done

by unsupervised nodes in Lay2-Network regions based on the
PBFT algorithm, and result X1 submitted to the supervisor.
Block results submitted to supervisor are properly checked
and the result X2 is produced.

1) If X1=X2, the system maintains the verified result and
broadcasts it in the region.

2) It would be arbitrated by upper-level network containing
the regional supervisor and determined if themonitoring node
is attacked. If arbitration result equals the supervisor result,
then it would maintain the supervisor result and broadcast the
result in the region. Otherwise, it indicates that the supervisor
abuses power or is captured, lower the evaluation level of the
supervisor by one level (detailed in section B) and reselect
the regional supervision node.

B. THE SUPERVISOR NODES ELECTIONS AND
REPLACEMENT MECHANISMS
The PBFT algorithm is widely used by researchers [22], [36],
and it is eminent that these methods do introduce the

supervisor node selected sequence, thereby influencing the
performance of the entire network. Few of the methods used
to comprehensively evaluate node performance are men-
tioned in the table 1 and we proposed fuzzy comprehensive
evaluation model of credibility to optimize the supervision
nodes election based on the analysis of existing evaluation
algorithms and actual needs.

1) COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION MODEL OF
NODE REPUTATION
We proposed the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation algorithm
based on entropy weight to build the quantitative credit
evaluation system of nodes in the regional network. It can
contribute to reduce the human factors influence on the
index weight and make the evaluation results more objective
[27]–[30]. The algorithm is detailed as follows:

1) Set up the evaluation factor set There is a set of
influencing factors S = (S1, S2, . . . , Si) and si =
(si1si2si3, . . . ,sim) is the collection of different influ-
encing factors. We analyze the key influencing factors
of supervisor election in regional network:
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• The hardware factors S1 include CPU, Memory,
queue buffer size and performance, etc.

• The network factors S2 include server bandwidth,
network latency, server vulnerability trace, data set
backlog, etc.

• The reputation factors S3 include the server current
reputation, etc.

Thus, constructed evaluation index element set of the
influencing factors:

ST = (si1, si2, si3, . . . , sim) (1)

2) Determine evaluation grade standard By combining
China’s network security level standards [31], and set-
ting the evaluation grade standard to be

V = (v1, v2, v3, v4) (2)

This can be used to represent (excellent, good, quali-
fied, poor) respectively.

3) Construct fuzzy evaluation matrix Combined with the
network QoS performance index change rule [32]
and the change rule of equipment performance [37],
we choose the normal distribution subordinate func-
tions in fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model, which
can screen out more information with low membership
degree [38]. In terms of the 3σ criterion, we choose 6σ
as the domain of the subordinate function. Combined
with the features of λ level set, so the subordinate
function for evaluation grade standard vi is:

p1

=


0 x ≤ v1

1− e
(− 1

2δ21
(x−v1)

2
)

v4>x>v1, σ1=
v2 − v1

3
(3)

p2

=


1− e

(− 1
2δ220

(v2−x)
2
)

v1≤x≤v2, σ20 =
v2 − v1

3

1− e
(− 1

2δ221
(x−v2)

2
)

v4≥x>v2, σ21=
v4 − v2

3
(4)

p3

=


1− e

(− 1
2δ230

(v3−x)
2
)

v2≤x≤v3, σ30=
v3 − v2

3

1− e
(− 1

2δ231
(x−v3)

2
)

v4≥x > v3, σ31=
v4 − v3

3
(5)

p4

=

1− e
(− 1

2δ24
(x−v1)

2
)

v4 > x > v1

1 x ≥ v4, σ4 =
v4 − v3

3
(6)

We can get the subordinate functions set Pij = [pi1 pi2
pi3 pi4], the normalized process Pi, get the result

Ri = [ri1 ri2 ri3 ri4], and

rij =
pij∑4
j=1 pij

(0 ≤ rij ≤ 1).

4) Calculate the weight of index influencing element ii
Using it standardized process with the index element
among the influencing factors Yij =

(sij−min(si))
(max(si)−min(Si))

where the expert score, and compute i influencing fac-
tor’s weight:

wi =
1− Ei

k−
∑k

i=1 Ei
, and Ei = −

∑m
j=1 γijlnγij
lnm

,

γij =
Yij∑m
i=1 Yij

.

5) Calculate the comprehensive evaluation index of node
reputation
Constructed the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
matrix of reputation to be Z = W∗R =

[w1w2...wi]∗

 r11 · · · r14
...
. . .

...

ri1 · · · ri4

 and then compute the

comprehensive evaluation index of node reputation,
given as CER = Z∗VT.
Each node calculates the credibility CER and broad-
casts in its own region. According to the CER magni-
tude of the node in the regional network, the maximum
value of the CER is selected as the regional supervisor,
and the information of the new supervision node is
broadcasted to the upper-level network nodes.

C. THE DATA BLOCK STRUCTURE
To meet the needs of HMDBC network, the block structure
model design is shown in Figure 5 below, with detail of each
element in the block.

The Version Number is used to save version information
for this block. The Front Block Hash is used to save the hash
value of the previous block and lead the blocks to chain order
by the timestamp. The Time Stamp is used to store the block
generation time and the Hierarchy mark stores the hierarchy
information about the block generated. The Merkle Root is
hash value by the layer-by-layer hashing of records.

Support the supervisor nodes replacement
Assume that the honest node can elect the best reputation

node as the supervisor. When the new supervisor is elected,
the blockchain network will perform the following steps:

1) The local region information updates (Fig.3 Lay2-
Network): The new supervisor gets the former supervisor
information from the latest block, and sends the verification
information to it. The former supervisor receives and verifies
the information and then actively pushes the outer region of
data blocks to the new supervisor who is lacking.

2) The superior region information update: At the same
time, the new supervisor sends a request to neighbor node
in the supervisor node network (Fig.3 Lay1-Network), which
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FIGURE 5. The block structure model.

FIGURE 6. The main-subchain structure.

includes block synchronization information, node authenti-
cation information and time stamp T. After the request is
received and the identity verified, the neighbor node records it
and actively synchronizes all data blocks that the time stamp
T have received so far.

So after update finish, the new supervisor node will get the
full information.

D. THE MAIN-SUBCHAIN STRUCTURE
The key to food safety supervision is the effective traceability
of food information in the whole industry chain, and the chain
structure of blockchain would affect this traceability perfor-
mance. In view of the contradiction between full backup and
storage capacity of blockchain, we proposed amain-sub chain

structure (as shown in Figure 6), which includes a main chain,
and multiple sub chain structures. The Front Block Hash in
the main chain blocks includes the previous block hash and
the latest block hash of the Subchain. Each region has an
independent Subchain.

When a new region is established or a Subchain generates a
new data block, themain chain will generate a block and point
to the end of the sub-chain. Compared with the traditional
single-chain architecture, the main-Subchain architecture has
significant advantages in terms of information traceability
and storage capacity. It can satisfy the society requirement
of cross-regional (department, enterprise, etc.) supervision
and reduce audit costs. The tamper-proof feature protects
the reliability of information and ensures the accuracy and
integrity of traceability information.

E. INTELLIGENT SUPERVISION
Smart contract is an intelligent, self-executing logic code
without third-party intervention. The smart contract can auto-
matically execute the agreement between the two parties
without the participation of any intermediary, thereby elim-
inating transaction costs. Multi-nodes automatically execute
and generate endorsements based on pre-established smart
contracts. Only when the endorsement results of multi-
node transactions are consistent, can data be added to the

Protocal 1 Autodetect Whether Food Additive/Main Heavy
Metal Content Satisfy for the National Food Standards
Input : Food information
Output: Success or Alarm
1 : function Verify(Food_Information)
2: Feedback<-null
3: if Food_Information.additive> standard.additive then
4: Feedback<-‘‘Additive Error\n’’
5: end lf
6: if Food_Infonnation.metalcontent> standard.

metalcontent then
7: Feedback<- Feedback +‘‘metal content overproof

Error\n’’
8: end if
9: if Food_Information.temperature> standard.

temperature then
10: Feedback<- Feed back +‘‘temperature Error\n’’
11: end if
12: if Feedback==null then
13: writeblockchain(Food_Information)
14: Authorize(nextstep)
15: return true
16: else
17: writeblockchain(false)
18: alarm(Feedback )
19: return false
20: end if
21: End function
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TABLE 2. Performance comparison of POW and PBFT.

blockchain. Smart contract is written in accordance with
national food additive targets and quality standards. Smart
contract automatically inspects and screens food processing
materials, and those that do not meet the national food stan-
dards will be rejected. This approach ensures limited occur-
rence of food safety accidents from the source, and makes up
for the defects of manual inspection.

The Smart contract case protocol 1 shows that it can be
used to automatically detect whether food additive/main,
heavy metal, and content information satisfies the national
food standards.

IV. ANALYSIS
A. SECURITY ANALYSIS
We proposed a HDMBC network food safety supervision
model. Based on the PBFT consensus algorithm, the regional
node consensus verification is implemented and each region
can still validate the data block consensus when no more than
33% of the untrusted nodes exist. This paper proposed the
Two-Level Verification Mechanism and Arbitration scheme
to enhance the accuracy of block verification achieve the
regulation of supervisor and timely discover the supervisor’s
abused power. Its objective is the fair election of reliable
supervisory nodes in a region, with the comprehensive eval-
uation model of node reputation. Established smart contracts
based on the national food industry standards can automati-
cally screen out substandard circulating products in the whole
industrial chain and give warnings to ensure food quality and
safety in the industrial chain.

B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
From our compared and analyzed performance of PBFT
algorithm with the POW consensus algorithm, performance
results are as shown in table 2 [43]–[45].

As shown in table 2, the bottleneck of PBFT efficiency is
broadcast consumption. We proposed a hierarchical domain
design scheme, assuming that the network hierarchy is n,
each layer has m regions, each region contains x nodes,
and all nodes under the condition of no transmission losses,
so our scheme’s blocks broadcast validation complexity is

O(m2
+ x2), but the Fabric 0.6 block consensus broadcast

complexity O(m2x2) with all nodes Shared the same domain.
Our scheme thus shows higher throughput efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed HMDBC network architecture and the
Two-Level Verification Mechanism. It can supervise the
regional supervision nodes, correct the errors and replace
the supervision nodes in time if the supervision nodes abuse
power or have been attacked, achieve protect the system
security and improve the overall performance. It can tolerate
no more than 33% broken nodes. The comprehensive rep-
utation evaluation model is proposed to evaluate the credit
of nodes and ensure the reliability of regional nodes. The
smart contract design is used to auto-detect whether or not
the transportation product satisfies the national food standard.
The comparison analysis demonstrates the performance and
the cost of this system reduced to 1

/
m2.

Future research will explore optimizing the performance of
the proposed system via implementation using in a real-world
setting.
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